
Kranz mit Rosen aus Filzblumen
Instructions No. 393

Rustic Felt, maple leaves in autumn colours and elegant pearls - these are the materials that form an extraordinary partnership in this
beautiful wreath.
The roses are turned out Felt ribbon and are an interesting eye-catcher. You determine the quantity according to your personal taste.

It's that simple

80 cm from Felt ribbon cut off, wrap the rest around the willow wreath
unevenly, secure the ends with hot glue. Cut the rest of Felt ribbon into four
pieces of 40 x 7.5 cm each, also cut off about 90 cm of felt cord per rose.
Lay the felt cord twice and place it on the narrow side of the felt ribbon.
Important: For right-handed people the Cord-ends should point to the right,
for left-handed people to the left 

Twist the Felt ribbon around the Cord , fix it with Perlon thread and a few
stitches. Turn the roll further while folding the Felt ribbon outwards to the
triangle. With the bevel upwards, guide it around the roll and fix it at the
bottom with a few stitches after each operation. Repeat the procedure until
Felt ribbon is used up 

Cut the enamelled copper wire slightly longer than the two cords and fix it at
the base of the felt rose. Thread on glass wax beads and twist the finished
bead wire with the felt cord 
Tip: Thread twice through the beads to fix them on the wire. Attach a
suspension made of felt cord to the wreath, then fix the roses and the maple
leaves with hot glue. Wind single bead cords around the wreath or stick them
in loops around the roses. Finally, glue a large glass wax bead into each felt
rose.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
643412-60 Glass wax beads, Ø 6 mm, 55 piecesChocolate Brown 1
646598-01 Glass wax beads, Ø 8mm, 25pcs, golden yellow (light orange)Light Orange 1
643429-25 Glass wax beads, Ø 10 mm, 20 piecesdark Orange 1
671620-01 Enamelled copper wireGold coloured 1
607605 Perlon thread, 0.25 mm thick, 100 m long 1
232395 Sewing needles extra long, set of 6 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
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